SCP-AC MINUTES
March 18, 2013

Present
Trina Pundurs (UCB, chair), Sarah Gardner (UCD), Wanda Jazayeri (UCI), Valerie Bross (UCLA), Sarah Sheets (UCM), Jim Clark (UCR), Becky Culbertson (UCSD/SCP), Adolfo Tarango (UCSD/SCP), Elaine McCracken (UCSB), Marcia Barrett (UCSC, Recorder)

Agenda
1. Announcements
2. NGM Update (John)
3. SCP Update (Adolfo/Becky)

Announcements
There were no announcements.

Melvyl Update (John)

CDL has been pressing OCLC for a date of when they will begin working on the HathiTrust link labeling problem in WorldCat Local, a problem discussed when several ULs talked with OCLC in Dublin last fall.

A recording of the most recent WorldCat Users Group meeting (Feb 21) is available at: https://oclc.webex.com/oclc/lsr.php?AT=pb&SP=MC&rID=59246447&rKey=dbb153cfa67ad6ba

The most recent set of WCL quarterly release notes is available here: http://www.cdlib.org/services/d2d/melvyl/public/Feb_2013.pdf

SCP Update (Adolfo)

CRC Press

CRC Press has been cancelled, but we have perpetual rights to the content (pre-2013). At some point, a hosting solution will be devised. We shouldn’t see anything going on with the catalog records. Changes will be in the PID server. Title hooks will remain as they are.

SCP is looking at a DDA project for 260-300 titles in Engineering Netbase. If it goes forward, this will be a Tier One package and the campuses will ante up a certain amount of money. SCP will provide discovery records as
they become available from now through December. SCP will set holdings in OCLC, so they’ll be discoverable in WorldCat. It won’t be until December that titles are purchased, and purchases will be based on usage. There’s a set amount of money that must be spent which works out to approximately 100 titles.

SCP will create a new title hook: “CRC Press. ENGnetBASE online monographs DDA 2013”. This will be to distinguish these from the previously licensed EngNet titles. They will create an additional new title hook for the purchased titles. Unpurchased titles will be deleted at the end of the pilot. If we spend enough money, we’ll have access to all of the titles. Adolfo isn’t aware of limits on simultaneous use.

Various campuses are looking at titles from 3 other CRC netbase packages – environment, statistics, and math – for a Tier Two purchase. Though this is a Tier Two purchase, all the campuses will have access to these titles. New title hooks will be created for these as well.

Superstar Collection

There was an original purchase from UCSD and UCSB for approximately 50,000 volumes of this collection. After that, the campuses created a Tier Two for purchasing a certain number of new titles per year. Only these titles were sent to the participating campuses. Under certain conditions, the contract states that the vendor would be willing to let the other 5 campuses have access to the original titles. The vendor has already granted access. SCP is converting the records cataloged for UCSD. The original purchase will have a distinct title hook: “Superstar. Chinamaxx online monographs phase 1" for the monographs, and “Superstar. Chinamaxx online journals phase 1" for the journals. The new purchases have the title hook “Superstar. Chinamaxx online monographs."

East Asian DDA for Airiti

East Asian bibliographers will be meeting with the DDA vendor. If the vendor cannot do the additions to the records that we need, SCP will have to edit the records and do the record distribution. These records will be in with the normal SCP distribution.

SCP Catalog Records

SCP will be doing all of its original cataloging in RDA. SCP staff were part of the UCSD training which ended in February. Since they do batch
processing, they will derive records from existing AACR2 records rather than create RDA records for those. Adolfo will email the link for the UCSD RDA training materials.

Central Index

Adolfo has had questions regarding the Central Index. At OCLC, there is a separate database called the Central Index. OCLC works with various vendors to load vendor records into this index. WorldCat libraries can turn on a package in the Central Index. It requires a subscription to that package. Once turned on, if a user searches WCL, it does a federated search in WCL and the Central Index and delivers results to the user. For UC, a policy decision has been made at the system-wide level that only Tier One resources will be turned on in the Central Index. For other titles, this is problematic because SCP doesn't have the resources to catalog titles individually so that they will appear in WCL. Individual titles won't appear in WCL unless they're Tier One. Because these records made available by the vendor to OCLC, OCLC has agreed they won't load them into OCLC.

National Academy Press (Becky)

There will be a lot of National Academy Press monograph titles. SCP has an agreement with to do these as a collection set. Next week's file will be about 160 records.

Next meeting: April 15, 2013: 2-3:30 PM